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TechnologicalDiscontinuities and DominantDesigns: A CyclicalModel
of TechnologicalChange
Philip Anderson
CornellUniversity

Michael L. Tushman
ColumbiaUniversity

An evolutionary model of technological change is proposed in which a technological breakthrough, or discontinuity, initiates an era of intense technical variation and
selection, culminating in a single dominant design. This
era of ferment is followed by a period of incremental
technical progress, which may be broken by a subsequent
technological discontinuity. A longitudinal study of the
cement (1888-1980), glass (1893-1980), and minicomputer (1958-1982) industries indicates that when patents
are not a significant factor, a technological discontinuity is
generally followed by a single standard. Across these diverse product classes, sales always peak after a dominant
design emerges. Discontinuities never become dominant
designs, and dominant designs lag behind the industry's
technical frontier. Both the length of the era of ferment
and the type of firm inaugurating a standard are contingent on how the discontinuity affects existing competences. Eras of ferment account for the majority of
observed technical progress across these three industries.'
Since the pioneeringwork of Schumpeter (1934, 1942) and
Marx(1906), research has concentratedon the effects of
technologicalchange on industries(e.g., Brittainand
Freeman, 1980; Astley, 1985; Barnett,1990), organizations
(e.g., Chandler,1977; Burkhardtand Brass, 1990; Henderson
and Clark,1990), and individualsand roles (Karasek,1979;
Noble, 1984; Barley,1990). While there has been much literature on the effects of technology on organizations,there has
been much less sustained work on the natureand dynamics
of technologicalchange (Tushmanand Nelson, 1990).
This paper buildson a diverse technology literaturein developing and empiricallytesting a cyclicalmodel of technological
change. Technologicaldiscontinuities(innovationsthat dramaticallyadvance an industry'spricevs. performancefrontier)
triggera periodof ferment that is closed by the emergence of
a dominantdesign. A periodof incrementaltechnicalchange
then follows, which is, in turn, brokenby the next technological discontinuity.We empiricallyexplore when and how
dominantdesigns emerge from technologicaldiscontinuities
and which firms pioneer dominantdesigns. This cyclical
model of technologicalchange focuses on the social and organizationalselection processes that affect the closing on a
dominantdesign and contrasts social and technologicaldynamics duringeras of ferment with those in eras of incremental change.
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CHANGE
A CYCLICAL
MODELOF TECHNOLOGICAL
While there is a scarcityof models for understandingtechnologicalchange, research from multipledisciplinessuggests
several themes that help get inside the blackbox of technologicalchange (Rosenberg, 1982). Basalla's(1988) comprehensive review of technologicalevolutionwas anchored in
the concepts of diversity,continuity,novelty, and selection.
He reviewed the evolutionof the wheel, steam engine, automobiles, and other humanartifacts,focusing on diversity
drivenby randomtechnologicalbreakthroughsfollowed by
selection processes that operate to choose specific artifacts
604/AdministrativeScience Quarterly,35 (1990): 604- 633
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Dominant Designs

for replication.Using a similarevolutionarymetaphor,Pinch
and Bijker(1987) described the evolutionof bicycles from
more than ten incompatibleforms to convergence on the
safety bicycle as the industrystandard(two low wheels, rear
chain, and airtires). This evolutionaryapproachof technical
variation,selection of an industrystandard,and retentionvia
incrementaltechnicalchange that elaborates and extends the
standardhas also been echoed in the theoreticalwork of
Nelson and Winter(1982) and the empiricalwork of Vanden
Belt and Rip(1987) in the synthetic dye industry.
Research by David(1985, 1987) and Hughes (1983, 1987) in
the typewriter,computer,and electric power productclasses,
Abernathy's(1978) work in the automobileindustry,and
Sahal's (1981) more general review of technologicalprogress
also described periods of technicalvariationthat are closed by
the emergence of dominantdesigns or industrystandards.
David(1987) and Hughes (1987) focused on the technical,
political,and organizationaldynamics that drive industrystandards and the consequences of these standardsfor subsequent technological,industrial,and organizationalevolution.
Jenkins's (1975) research in the photographicindustryexplored both how productclass standardsemerged and how
wave after wave of technologicalbreakthroughsmade existing standardsobsolete and opened the industryto successive dominantdesigns.
Finally,work in the sociology of technology has modeled
technologicalchange as evolving throughlong periods of incremental change punctuatedby revolutionarybreakthroughs
(Constant,1980, 1987; Landau,1984; Tushmanand Anderson, 1986). This research conceptualizes technology as a
set of interdependentand hierarchicalsystems developed by
interlinkedcommunities of practitioners.As technology
evolves throughperiods of incremental,puzzle-solvingprogress, practitionersbecome more interdependentand develop
ever deeper and more inertialcompetence bases (Henderson
and Clark,1990). Buildingon Kuhn's(1962) work in science,
this researchfocuses on the response of inertialcommunities
of practitionersand organizationsto competence-destroying
or competence-enhancingtechnologicaldiscontinuities
(Landau,1984; Barley,1986).
These disparateresearch streams suggest that technological
change can be fruitfullycharacterizedas a socioculturalevolutionaryprocess of variation,selection, and retention(Campbell, 1969). Variationis drivenby stochastic technological
breakthroughs.Technologicaldiscontinuitiesinitiatesubstantial technologicalrivalrybetween alternativetechnologicalregimes. Social, political,and organizationaldynamics select
single industrystandardsor dominantdesigns from among
technologicalopportunities.Positivelyselected variantsthen
evolve throughrelativelylong retentionperiods, markedby
incrementaltechnical change and increased interdependence
and enhanced competence within and between the communities of practitioners.Periods of incrementaltechnical
change may be brokenby subsequent technologicalbreakthroughs (e.g., Jenkins, 1975; Landes, 1983). Technological
advance may, then, be drivenby the combinationof chance
or randomevents (variation),the direct social, politicalaction
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of individualsand organizationsin selecting between rivalindustry standards(selection), and the incremental,competence-enhancing,puzzle-solvingactions of many organizations
that are learningby doing (retention).
This paper buildson these socioculturalevolutionaryideas.
Tushmanand Anderson (1986) highlighteda powerfulsource
of variationby demonstratingthat the core technology of an
industryevolves throughlong periods of incrementalchange
punctuatedby technologicaldiscontinuities.These discontinuities predictablyaffected environmentaluncertainty,munificence, and organizationalgrowth rates. This paperextends
that work by exploringthe other key punctuatingevent in the
evolutionof a technology: the emergence of a dominantdesign after a technologicaldiscontinuity.We argue that a
breakthroughinnovationinauguratesan era of ferment in
which competitionamong variationsof the originalbreakthroughculminates in the selection of a single dominantconfigurationof the new technology. Successful variationsare
preserved by the incrementalevolutionof this standardarchitecture untila new discontinuousadvance initiatesa new
cycle of variation,selection, and retention.Figure1 illustrates
the components of a technology cycle. The key punctuation
points are technologicaldiscontinuitiesand dominantdesigns;
these delimiteras of ferment and eras of incrementalchange.
We examine each element of this technology cycle with particularreference to the minicomputer,glass, and cement industries. Forthe purposes of a study like ours, technology
could be examined at several levels of analysis. Forinstance,
we could have examined the evolutionof milkbottles, glass
containers in general, or packaging.Inthis study, the technology of an industrywas defined by its four-digitStandard
IndustrialClassification(SIC)code to use standardindustry
boundaries.
Technological Discontinuities
At rareand irregularintervalsin every industry,innovations
appear that "commanda decisive cost or qualityadvantage
and that strike not at the marginsof the profitsand the
outputs of the existing firms, but at their foundationsand
their very lives" (Schumpeter,1942: 84). Such innovations
departdramaticallyfrom the normof continuous incremental
innovationthat characterizesproductclasses, and they may
be termed technologicaldiscontinuities.These discontinuities
either affect underlyingprocesses or the productsthemselves.
Figure 1. The technology

cycle.
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Process discontinuitiesare fundamentallydifferentways of
makinga productthat are reflected in order-of-magnitudeimprovements in the cost or qualityof the product.They include
the Bessemer furnace in steel production,catalyticcracking
of petroleum, electronic imaging(vs. light-lenscopying),genetic engineering using restrictionenzymes, and dry gelatin
photographicprocesses. Productdiscontinuitiesare fundamentallydifferentproductforms that command a decisive
cost, performance,or qualityadvantageover priorproduct
forms. Productdiscontinuitiesincludejet (vs. piston)engines,
diesel (vs. steam) locomotives, electronic (vs. mechanical)
typing, quartz(vs. mechanical)movements in watches, CT
scanners (vs. x-rays),or integratedcircuits(vs. discrete transistors) (Tushmanand Anderson, 1986).
A brief historyof the flat-glass industryillustrateshow an industry is revolutionizedat rare intervalsby discontinuousadvance (see Table 2 for the data sources used). When window
glass manufacturebegan in America,the dominantprocess
was hand cylinderblowing. A highlyskilledartisan,with the
help of several assistants, blew a gob of molten glass into a
large cylinder,which the assistants cut with a hot wire and
flattened with irons into panes. In 1857, the first U.S. plate
glass factorywas established, bringingto this countrythe European process of rollinga glass sheet on a table, then polishing it untilthe two surfaces were parallel.Due to
differences in cost and quality,plate and window glass manufactureremainedseparate industries.
In 1903, J. H. Lubbersof AmericanWindow Glass perfected
a machine that could blow glass cylindersrapidlyand inexpensively. The Lubbersmachine displaced the skilled handblower, revolutionizingwindow glass production.Yet
AmericanWindow Glass kept its process proprietary,encouraging other inventorsto find even more efficient means of
producingsheet glass. In 1917, the Colburnprocess for
drawinga continuous ribbonfrom a tank of molten glass was
introducedcommercially.This continuous process outmoded
the Lubbersmachine, and within 12 years, cylinderblowing
machines had virtuallydisappeared.Continuousdrawingwas
introducedin the plate glass industryin 1923, with similarresults. Finally,decades of researchculminatedin the development of the float-glass process at Pilkington,a British
glassmaker. Moltenglass was passed across a bath of
molten alloy; the productionrate increased dramatically,since
the ribbonwas subject to less resistance in drawing.Additionally,the ribbonemerged perfectlyflat, eliminatingthe
need for grindingand causing the window and plate glass industries to converge into a single SICcode.
The Lubbersmachine, the Colburnprocess, continuously
drawn plate glass, and float glass are archetypaltechnological
discontinuities.Tushmanand Anderson (1986) defined a
technologicaldiscontinuityas an order-of-magnitudeimprovement in the maximumachievablepricevs. performancefrontier of an industry.They demonstratedthat technological
change within a productclass consists of long periods of incremental change punctuatedby discontinuities.The evolution of flat-glass technology illustratesthe way each
breakthroughcreates a technologicalorder, a dominantway
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of makingsheet glass that arises from a dramaticbreakthroughand which, once established, evolves incrementally
untilthe next discontinuousadvance overthrows it, in turn.
Figure2a depicts progress in the flat-glass industry,defined in
this case as the capacityof a machine in square feet per hour.
Note that each discontinuitydramaticallyadvances the performance frontierof the industry.Figure2b depicts progress
in capacity(bottles per minute)of container-glassmachines.
The verticalaxis represents the capacityof the state-of-the-art
machine in a given year t, dividedby the capacityof the
state-of-the-artmachine in year t-1. Forinstance, in Figure2a,
an artisanblowing cylindersby hand could produce 150
square feet per hourof sheet glass; a 1903 Lubbersmachine
increased the maximumachievable productionrate to 700
square feet per hour.An improvedversion of the Lubbers
machine introducedin 1907 moved the frontierto 800 square
feet per hour;the state of the art reached 1,160 square feet
per hourwith the introductionof the Colburnmachine.The
first float-glass machines increased the capacityto 5,700
square feet per hour,and later models eventuallyreached
17,600 square feet per hourwith subsequent increases in
scale.

Figure 2a. Technological progress of machines in the U.S. flat-glass
industry, in square feet per hour.
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Figure 2b. Technological progress of machines in the U.S. containerglass industry, in bottles per minute.
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Figures2a and 2b graphicallyillustratethese periods of incremental technical improvement,punctuatedby discontinuous
advances, yet some improvementsare not discontinuities.
There are peaks in both figures, representingadvances in the
performancefrontierthat advance the state of the art (sometimes considerably)but that represent evolutionaryrather
than revolutionarytechnicaladvances. A discontinuitynot only
moves forwardthe state of the art; it also represents a new
way of makingsomething or a new fundamentalproductarchitecture. Forinstance, Figure2a shows that althoughthe
float-glass process was improvedover time, subsequent improvements of float glass did not change the basic glassmakingprocess; they were principallyscaled-up versions of
the originalfloat-glass plants with some added enhancements. Figure2b shows that the breakthrough1903 Owens
machine (the first automated bottle maker)was improvedin
1908, 1909, 1912, 1914, and 1917, with each improvement
advancingthe state of the art. These advances were refinements of the fundamentalOwens design; the originalsixarmed machine was supplemented by 10-armand 15-arm
versions embodying the same principlesas the 1903 design.
It is the replacementof hand-blowingwith machine-blowing,
of batch cylinderproductionwith continuous-ribbonproduction, of drawingwith float glass, and of the Owens machine
with the gob feeder that creates a new technicalorderand
significantlyadvances the industry'sperformancefrontier,
therefore constitutingtechnologicaldiscontinuities.Following
Schumpeter, we focus on new productsand processes that
strike at the very foundationof the existing technicalorder.
Tushmanand Anderson (1986) furthercharacterizedtechnologicaldiscontinuitiesas competence-enhancingor competence-destroying.A competence-destroyingdiscontinuity
renders obsolete the expertise requiredto master the technology that it replaces. Forexample, the skills of mechanical
watch manufacturersor vacuum-tubeproducerswere rendered irrelevantby quartzwatches and integratedcircuits,respectively. Similarly,the skills of the glass-makingartisan
were made obsolete by the Lubbersmachine, which allowed
unskilledoperatorsto make glass cylinders. Knowinghow to
make and flatten cylinderscontributedlittleto knowinghow
to draw a continuous ribbonof glass from a tank. Drawingmachine know-how, in turn,did not translateto the float-glass
process, which criticallydepends on understandingproperties
of the alloy bath.
A competence-enhancingdiscontinuitybuildson know-how
embodied in the technology that it replaces. Forexample, the
turbofanadvance in jet engines builton priorjet competence,
and the series of breakthroughadvancements in mechanical
watch escapements builton priormechanicalcompetence.
Similarly,the Edisoncement kilnallowed cement makers to
employ their existing rotary-kiln
knowledge to make much
greater quantitiesof cement. Later,retrofittingof process
controls to cement kilnsagain allowed manufacturersto build
on accumulatedknow-howwhile dramaticallyaccelerating
productionthroughminute controlof the process. These
competence-enhancinginnovationsintroducea new technical
order,with a vastly enhanced performancefrontier,while
609/ASQ, December 1990
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Table 1
Descriptive Statistics on Sixteen Technological Discontinuities

(1)
Discontinuity

in Three Industries
(3)
Effect on
competence

(2)
Year
introduced

(4)
Industry
standard

Cement
Continuous vertical
kiln
Rotary kiln

1888

Enhancing

None

1892

Destroying

Edison long
rotary kiln
Computerized long
kiln
Suspension
preheating

1903

Enhancing

1960

Enhancing

1972

Destroying

6 x 60 ft. kiln
Hurry-Seaman
120-125 ft.
kiln
500-580 ft.
kiln
4-stage cyclone,
flash calciner

Container glass
Semiautomatic
machinery
Owens machine
Gob-fed machinery
Double gobbing

1893

Destroying

United Machine

1903
1915
1937

Destroying
Enhancing
Enhancing

AN/AR Series
IS Model C
5-section
Model E

Enhancing
Destroying
Destroying
Destroying

Improved Lubbers
Fourcault machine
None
None

None
16-bit machine,
core memory
16-bit machine,
16K MOS memory

Flat glass.
Machine cylinder
Drawing machines
Continuous forming
Float glass

1903
1917
1923
.1963
Minicomputers

Solid-state circuits
Integrated circuits

1960
1965

Destroying
Destroying

Semiconductor
memory

1971

Enhancing

*

Performance expressed in the following units: Cement: barrels/day kiln capacity; Container glass: bottles/minute
machine capacity; Flat glass: square feet/hour machine capacity; and Minicomputers: microseconds/CPU cycle.

buildingon the existing technicalorder ratherthan makingit
obsolete.
Table 1 lists the sixteen technologicaldiscontinuitiesexamined in this study and indicateswhich are competenceenhancingand which are competence-destroying,whether
each culminatedin a dominantdesign, how long it took the
dominantdesign to emerge, and when sales of all versions of
the new technology peaked. The methods section and the
Appendixdescribe in greater detail how discontinuitieswere
identifiedand how they affected existing competence. Each
discontinuityinauguratesa technology cycle, which begins
with an era of ferment followingthe introductionof a breakthroughinnovation.
Era of Ferment
The introductionof a radicaladvance increases variationin a
productclass. A revolutionaryinnovationis crude and experimental when introduced,but it ushers in an era of experi610/ASQ, December 1990
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Table 1 (continued)

(5)
Year standard
achieves 50%

(6)
Time to
standard

(7)
Year new
sales peak

(8)
Performance
of dominant
design

(9)
Performance
frontier*

Cement

1900

8 years

1906

375

400

1910

7 years

1911

833

2,500

1965

5 years

1966

12,000

12,000

1979

7 years

1981

17,750

20,000

Container glass
1908

15 years

1910

1915
1927
1948

12 years
12 years
11 years

1917
1930
1956

6.5

15

40
125
250

50
135
270

800
1000

800
1160

Flat glass
1911
1937

8 years
20 years

1915
1940

Minicomputers
1970

5 years

1972

.96

.75

1976

5 years

1978

.30

.24

mentationas organizationsstruggle to absorb (or destroy) the
innovativetechnology. This era of ferment is characterizedby
two distinct selection processes: competitionbetween technical regimes and competitionwithin the new technical regime. This periodof substantialproduct-classvariationand, in
turn, uncertaintyends with the emergence of a dominantdesign.

Oldertechnologicalorders seldom vanish quietly;competition
between old and new technologies is fierce (Foster, 1986).
New technologies are disparagedwhen they are introduced
because they frequentlydo not work well and are based on
unprovenassumptions and on competence that is inconsistent with the established technologicalorder (Schon, 1971;
Jenkins, 1975). The response of the existing communityof
practitionersis often to increase the innovativenessand efficiency of the existing technologicalorder. Forexample, mechanicaltypewriters, piston jets, telegraphy,gas lighting,
mechanicalwatches, and sailing ships all experienced sharp
61 1/ASQ, December 1990
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performanceadvances in response to technologicalthreat
(Bright,1949; Cooperand Schendel, 1976; Hughes, 1983;
Landes, 1983).
While discontinuoustechnologicaladvance does not always
dominate older technical orders (e.g., bubble memory,wankel
engines, tuning-forkoscillation,or the ALCOAsmelting process for aluminum),research on technical substitutionhas
shown that substitutionfollows a classic logistic curve
(Rogers, 1982; Waterson, 1984). Fisherand Pry(1971) found
that substitutiondoes not immediatelyfollow the appearance
of a radicalinnovationbut that the eventual supplantingof a
new technology is rapidonce the superiorityof the new
technology is established.
Concurrentwith competition between technicalorders is the
process of design competitionwithin a technologicalorder.
Several versions of the breakthroughtechnology appear,both
because the technology is not well understoodand because
each pioneeringfirm has an incentive to differentiateits
variantfrom rivals'.Crudeinitialdesigns rapidlyimprove
(Abernathy,1978). Forexample, in power generation,AC
systems competed with DC systems, and even withinAC
systems there was competitionamong alternativefrequencies (125, 100, 120, 40, 60 cycles per second) (Hughes,
1983; David,1987). Quite apartfrom competitionbetween
tuning-fork,quartz,and mechanicalescapement for watch
oscillation,there was competitionwithin each technical order
between rivalapproaches (Landes, 1983). Similarly,once the
first personalcomputerappeared in 1976, it was followed by
a host of different models with different(and incompatible)
microprocessors,disk formats, and operatingsystems (Freiberger and Swaine, 1984). In 1990, three incompatibledesign
approaches characterizetechnical development in high-definition television (HDTV).
Duringthe era of ferment, variationand selection pressures
are substantialdue to both substitutionand design competition. We therefore hypothesize that product-classferment will
be characterizedby a high rate of variation,reflected in the
number of variantsof old and new technology competing in
the market:
Hypothesis 1: The mean numberof new designs introducedduring
the era of ferment is greaterthan duringthe subsequent era of incrementalchange.

The length of the era of ferment may be contingent on the
type of technologicaldiscontinuity.When a technology builds
on a completely new knowledge base, many rivaldesigns appear, and it will take longer for marketforces to sort out
these variantsthan it will when technicalchange is competence-enhancing. Similarly,firms confrontedwith the choice
of abandoningexisting know-how in the face of competencedestroyingtechnical change will defend older technology
more stubbornly,prolonginguncertaintyabout whether the
new technology will become dominant.The process of converging on a standardis hampered by a lack of common understandingamong technical experts about how the new
technology operates and where its economic performance
limits lie. Thus, we hypothesize:
612/ASQ, December 1990
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Hypothesis 2a: The era of ferment following a competencedestroying discontinuity is longer than the era of ferment following
a competence-enhancing discontinuity.
When a breakthrough innovation builds on existing knowhow, the era of ferment is relatively short. We argue, further,
that this effect is cumulative. A series of major advances may
all enhance an established body of know-how. In each successive instance, the technology is increasingly well understood and institutionalized (e.g., Constant, 1980). Only when
a competence-destroying
discontinuity breaks the mold is this
cumulation of competence
interrupted:
Hypothesis 2b: The era of ferment grows shorter in each of a series
of consecutive competence-enhancing discontinuities.
Dominant

Designs

For variation and selection to cumulate in an evolutionary process, there must be a retention mechanism; a successful
variation must be preserved and propagated (Campbell,
1969). A dominant design is the second watershed event in a
technology cycle, marking the end of the era of ferment. A
dominant design is a single architecture that establishes
dominance in a product class (Abernathy, 1978; Sahal, 1981).
Once a dominant design emerges, future technological progress consists of incremental improvements elaborating the
standard and the technological regime becomes more orderly
as one design becomes its standard expression. For example,
in the early automobile and airplane industries, technological
variation between fundamentally different product designs
(e.g., gas, steam, and battery-powered engines) remained
high until industry standards emerged to usher in periods of
incremental change elaborating the standards (i.e., the internal combustion engine, open automobile, and the DC-3 airplane) (Miller and Sawers, 1968; Abernathy, 1978).
A number of scholars have incorporated dominant designs
into models of technological evolution. Utterback and Abernathy (1975) suggested that the emergence of a dominant
design is the key event in the evolution of an industry,
marking the transition from a fluid to a specific state. Clark
(1985) and Henderson and Clark (1990) supported and extended these ideas. Dosi (1984) followed Nelson and Winter's
(1982) idea that technologies evolve according to natural trajectories, arguing that these trajectories are shaped by technological paradigms. Normal technological activity consists of
progress along a trajectory defined by this paradigm; extraordinary innovations overthrow the paradigm (Kuhn, 1962).
Sahal (1981) argued that certain designs, called technological
guideposts, set a pattern for subsequent technological progress and that once a technological guidepost is established,
innovation proceeds by incremental modification of the basic
design.
Dominant designs emerge across diverse product classes.
Whether in sewing machines or rifles (Houndshell, 1984), bicycles (Bijker, Hughes, and Pinch, 1987), synthetic dyes (van
den Belt and Rip, 1987), machine tools (Noble, 1984), reprographic machines (Dessauer, 1971), or photolithography

(Hendersonand Clark,1990), single designs emerge to dominate rivaldesigns. These designs remaindominantuntilthe
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next technologicaldiscontinuity.While only known in retrospect, dominantdesigns reduce variationand, in turn, uncertainty in the productclass.
Dominantdesigns permitfirms to design standardizedand interchangeable parts and to optimize organizationalprocesses
for volume and efficiency (Abernathy,1978; Houndshell,
1984). They permit more stable and reliablerelationswith
suppliers,vendors, and customers. Fromthe customer's perspective, dominantdesigns reduce product-classconfusion
and promise dramaticdecreases in productcost. Finally,if the
productor process is partof a largersystem, industrystandards permitsystemwide compatibilityand integration
(Hughes, 1983; Farrelland Saloner, 1985; Davidand Bunn,
1988).
Once a design becomes an industrystandard,it is difficultto
dislodge. Volume productionof the dominantdesign creates
economies due to learningby doing (Arrow,1962; Rosenberg, 1982). Over time, firms cut costs by applyingwisdom
gained throughcumulativeexperience. As more and more
users gain experience with a product,the manufacturergains
a better understandingof maintenanceand reliabilityrequirements. Learningby doing depends on the emergence of a
dominantdesign, for untilan industryconverges on a standard,no design achieves much cumulativeproductionvolume.
Dominantdesigns emerge from each breakthroughinnovation
as manufacturers,suppliers,customers, and regulatory
agencies compete to decrease the uncertaintyassociated
with variationduringthe era of ferment. There are several alternativeselection possibilities. Marketdominance might
pass back and forthamong rivaldesigns over time; one might
achieve temporaryascendance only to be supplantedby a
competing design, which it might again overtake. Second,
several rivaldesigns might achieve stable and roughlyequal
marketshares. Thoughone might account for a higherpercentage, neither could be said to be dominant.The most
strict selection mode is one in which one design emerges
that accounts, over time, for over 50 percent of new implementations of the breakthroughtechnology. Onlyone design
can meet this criterion.
When the competition process is artificiallyforestalled,dominant designs may not emerge. Such cases arise under regimes of high appropriability
where a firm is able to builda
thicket of patents arounda technology and controlits diffusion via strategic licensing decisions (Teece, 1986). In such
regimes, the innovatoris able to appropriatemost of the innovationreturns.In regimes of low appropriability,
rivalsappropriatesome of these returnsvia imitation.When
significantintellectualpropertyprotectionexists, the emergence of a dominantdesign is a matterof strategic choice for
the innovatingfirm:
Hypothesis 3: In regimes of low appropriability,
a single dominant
design will emerge followingeach technologicaldiscontinuity.

The emergence of a dominantdesign is directlylinkedto the
diffusionof a new generationof technology. Duringthe era of
ferment, potentialcustomers are confrontedwith several different versions of the new technology. Choosing any variant
in the absence of a standardis risky;if anothervariantbe614/ASQ, December 1990
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comes the dominantdesign, the customer must either incur
switching costs or forego the benefits of adoptinga standard,
which typicallyincludescale economies, access to an infrastructuredesigned aroundthe standard,and so forth. Firms
that purchased 12-bitminicomputersin the late 1960s paid a
price when 16-bit minicomputersemerged as the dominant
design. Semiconductormanufacturersconcentratedon 16-bit
memory chips, programmersconcentratedon 16-bitsoftware, and the price of 16-bitmachines droppedat a much
faster rate than the price of 12-bit machines, due to volume
economies.

The majorityof potentialadopters will await the emergence
of an industrystandardbefore purchasinga new productor
installinga new process technology. We argue that the
emergence of a standardis a prerequisiteto mass adoption
and volume productionof a new generationof technology.
Dominantdesigns are not simply an artifactof the way in
which innovationsdiffuse. Suppose that a technology diffuses
along a classic cumulativelogisticcurve, so that new adoption
in each periodof time approximatesa normalcurve, as
shown in Figure3. T2 represents the point at which sales of
the new technology peak. If a dominantdesign emerged after
T2, say at T3, it would only be "dominant"among the populationof late adopters: the majorityof purchaserswould have
embraced the new technology duringthe era of ferment. In
such a case, the existence of a dominantdesign might be an
artifactof the tendency of late adopters to focus on cost and
select a commodity-likeversion of the new technology.1To
the contrary,we suggest that a dominantdesign will occur at
some point such as T1, priorto the sales peak. We contend
that the emergence of a dominantdesign enables sales to
take off, not that the eventual decline of sales signals a dominant design:
Hypothesis 4: Aftereach technologicaldiscontinuity,sales of all
versions of the new technology will peak after the emergence of a
dominantdesign, not duringthe era of ferment.

A dominantdesign emerges in several ways. De facto standards emerge when users preferone design over others.
Figure 3. Model of dominant design and technology diffusion.
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David's(1985) descriptionof the QWERTYtypewriterkeyboardand the battle between AC and DC power systems indicates that dominantdesigns emerge from marketdemand,
which is affected by the combinationof technologicalpossibilitiesand individual,organizational,and governmental
factors. Similarly,the Apple 11personalcomputer or the VHS
format in VCRswere not necessarily the best productsof the
day (measured purelyby technical performance),but they
contained a package of features that found favor in the
market(Freibergerand Swaine, 1984). Thoughthe DC-3embodied many ideas previouslyintroducedon other aircraft,it
offered a unique combinationof features that made it the
most popularpropeller-driven
aircraftof all time (Millerand
Sawers, 1968).
Dominantdesigns may also arise in other ways. The market
power of a dominantproducermay put enough weight behind
a particulardesign to make it a standard,as in the case of the
IBM370 series mainframeand the IBMpersonalcomputer
(DeLamarter,1986) or AT&T'sTouchtonestandard(Brock,
1981). A powerful user may mandate a standard,as the U.S.
AirForce imposed numericalcontrolon the programmable
machine-toolindustry(Noble, 1984). An industrycommittee
may establish a durablestandard,as in the case of computer
communicationsprotocols (Farrelland Saloner, 1988) and
operatingsystems (Gabel,1987), or a group of firms may
form an alliancearounda standard,as in the case of shared
bank-cardsystems (Phillips,1987). Governmentregulation
often compels the adoptionof standards,as in the case of
television standards(Pelkmansand Beuter, 1987); some have
suggested that governments may employ standardsas specific policy instrumentscapable of erecting barriersto trade
(LeCraw,1987).
The dominantdesign that emerges from the periodof ferment is the cumulativeproductof selection among technologicalvariations.Firstversions of the new technology do not
become industrystandards,since they are shaped by technicalvariationin the era of ferment. As such, first versions
will not become dominantdesigns, despite first-moveradvantages that may accrue to their sponsors and cost reductions from moving along an experience curve ahead of rivals.
Thus we hypothesize:
Hypothesis 5: A technologicaldiscontinuitywill not itself become a
dominantdesign.

The emergence of dominantdesigns, unliketechnological
discontinuities,is not a functionof technologicaldeterminism; they do not appearbecause there is one best way to
implement a productor process. Rivaldesigns are often
technologicallysuperioron one or more key performancedimensions. Forexample, the IBMPC was not the fastest personal computer,JVC'sVHSformatdid not offer the sharpest
videocassette reproduction,and Westinghouse's AC power
systems were not the most efficient. Dominantdesigns may
not even be particularlyinnovative;they often incorporate
features pioneered elsewhere (Millerand Sawers, 1968).
If dominantdesigns do not emerge from inexorabletechnical
logic, how do they evolve? We argue that since a single technologicalorder rarelydominates all other technologies on im616/ASQ, December 1990
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portantdimensions of merit, social or politicalprocesses
adjudicateamong multipletechnologicalpossibilities. If the
emergence of dominantdesigns is an outcome of the social
or politicaldynamics of compromise and accommodationbetween actors of unequalinfluence,these standardscannot be
known in advance. While dominantdesigns are criticalat the
product-classlevel, for a given firm,betting on a particularindustrystandardinvolves substantialrisk(e.g., Sony's gamble
on Betavisiontechnology, RCA'sgamble on videodisks, and
Sylvania'sgamble on the simulcast HDTVdesign). The concept of dominantdesign, then, bringstechnologicalevolution
squarelyinto the social and organizationalrealm.Actions of
individuals,organizations,and networks of organizations
shape dominantdesigns.
Producersand customers accept a package of relativelywellknown innovationsand forego the best technical performance
in orderto reduce technologicaluncertainty.State-of-the-art
designs typicallyachieve superiorperformancethroughexperimental,riskyadvances that may be too unreliableand expensive for the majorityof adopters. Since dominantdesigns
reflect a set of technical, social, and politicalconstraints,we
expect to find at least one rivalthat is better than the dominant design in purelytechnicalterms. We therefore hypothesize that dominantdesigns lie behindthe industry
performancefrontier:
Hypothesis 6: A dominantdesign will not be located on the frontier
of technical performanceat the time it becomes dominant.

Tushmanand Anderson (1986) found that the locus of innovation for technologicaldiscontinuitiesdepends on whether
the breakthroughbuildson or destroys existing competence.
Similarly,when firms use existing know-howas a platformfor
adoptingan innovationthey are more likelyto pioneervariants
that survive design competition in an era of ferment. When,
instead, existing firms must abandonexisting know-howand
acquirea new skill base, they will defend their outmoded
technology and lag behind new entrants,who are unburdened
by commitments to an old technical regime:
Hypothesis 7: Dominantdesigns arisingfrom competence-destroyingdiscontinuitieswill be initiatedby new entrants in the industry,while dominantdesigns arisingfrom competence-enhancing
discontinuitieswill be initiatedby firmswhose entrance preceded
the discontinuity.

Era of Incremental Change
The emergence of a dominantdesign changes the competitive landscape (Utterbackand Abernathy,1975). New designs
must win marketshare from an entrenched standardthat is
well understoodwithin the marketplace,whose costs have
been drivendown an experience curve, and which often benefits from centralityin a networkof supportingtechnologies
(Constant, 1987; Davidand Bunn, 1988). For instance, architectures rivalingthe IBMpersonalcomputer (based on the
Intel8080 microprocessorand the MS-DOSoperating
system) generallyfailed once the IBMstandardbecame established.The standardwas entrenched in distribution
channels and the mind of the consumer; the price of IBMcompatible machines had been reduced sharplyby cumulative experience; and, perhaps most significantly,the vast
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majorityof software and peripheralswere specificallyengineered for compatibilitywith the standard.Similarly,once the
60-foot Hurry-Seamancement kilnbecame a standard,other
productionequipment (e.g., grinders,slurryfeeding systems)
was designed to mesh with this particulardevice.
After a dominantdesign emerges, technologicalprogress is
drivenby numerous incrementalinnovations(Myersand
Marquis,1969). Variationnow takes the form of elaborating
the retaineddominantdesign, not challengingthe industry
standardwith new, rivalarchitectures.The focus of competition shifts from higherperformanceto lower cost and to differentiationvia minordesign variationsand strategic
positioningtactics (Porter,1985). Social structuresarise that
reinforcethis stable state; standardoperatingproceduresare
predicatedon the reigningtechnicalorder,organizational
power structures reflect dependencies that are partlygoverned by technology, and institutionalnetworks with powerful
norms arise whose shape is partlydetermined by an industry's technical regime (Schon, 1971; Hughes, 1987; Henderson and Clark,1990). An era of incrementalchange
persists untilit is ended by anothertechnologicaldiscontinuity
(Abernathy,1978; Landau,1984; Tushmanand Anderson,
1986).
A numberof case studies have suggested that the cumulative
effect of numerous incrementaladvances accounts for the
majorityof technical progress in industry(Myersand Marquis,
1969). Rosenberg (1976) contended that most of the progress
attributableto majorinnovationsactuallystems from the
series of minorimprovementsthat follow them. More recently, practitioners(e.g., Imai,1986; Gomory,1989) have
criticizedthe mentalitythat seeks largebreakthroughsinstead
of a continuous series of small, step-by-step advances. However, the contention that most technical progress in an industryoccurs duringeras of incrementalchange has never
been subjected to empiricaltest. The relativeimportanceof
improvementsfollowinga dominantdesign, as opposed to
improvementsleading up to a dominantdesign, has yet to be
established.
The evolutionarymodel presented here suggests that variation is generated by technologicaldiscontinuitiesand subsequent eras of ferment. If an accelerated rate of variation
speeds the pace of innovation,we might expect that less
technical advance occurs duringperiods of incremental
change than duringeras of ferment. Contraryto the conventionalview, we predict:
Hypothesis 8: Most of the total performanceimprovementover the
lifetime of a technology will occur outside the era of incremental
change.

The hypotheses were tested with longitudinaldata from three
industries,using the model of the technology cycle as a reference point.
METHOD
Industries Studied
Two of Tushmanand Anderson's (1986) productclassesportlandcement manufactureand minicomputermanufac618/ASQ, December 1990
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ture-were includedin this study. Inaddition,three branches
of glass manufacturewere investigated:window glass, plate
glass, and glass containers.As in the other two industries,
archivaldata sources permitteda complete census of population members over time and the identificationof performance changes in key technologicalparameters.Table 2
summarizesthe measures and data sources used for all three
productclasses. Datagathered here stem from an exhaustive
study of every industrydirectoryand trade journalcovering
each industry,in additionto several useful historicalworks
listed in the references.
Cautionshould be exercised in generalizingthe results of this
study, since so few industrieswere included.The industries
studied here were not randomlyselected and may not be
in nonmanrepresentativeof industriesin general, particularly
ufacturingsectors. They were chosen because data were
availableto tracktechnologicalprogress from the beginningof
the industry'shistory.These industrieswere also chosen because none was dominated by a single firm,which would

Table2
Summary of Variables, Measures, and Data Sources
Variable
Technological
progress

Industry
(time span)
Cement(90 years)

% improvementin
capacityof largest
kiln.

Glass containers
(85 years)

% improvementin
capacityof fastest
machine.
% improvementin
capacityof fastest
machine.
% improvementin CPU
speed of fastest
computer.

Flatglass (80
years)
Minicomputers(24
years)
Marketshare of
competingdesigns
(dominantdesign)

Cement

New kilninstallations.

Glass containers

New glass-container
machines.
New flat-glass
machines.

Flatglass

Locusof innovation
and standardization

Measure

Minicomputers

sales by
Minicomputer
model.

Cement

Numberof newcomers
and incumbents
among earliestto
adopta discontinuity
or dominantdesign.

Glass containers
Flatglass
Minicomputers

Data source

Range

RockProducts,
AmericanCement
Directory,Lesley
(1924).
Scoville(1948),Davis
(1949),Emhart(1974),
GlassIndustry.
Scoville(1948),Davis
(1949),GlassIndustry.

0-320%

Computersand
Automation,
Computerworld.

0-4400%

RockProducts,
AmericanCement
Directory.
GlassIndustry,Barnett
(1926).
Glass Industry,National
Glass Budget
directories.
International
Data
Processor
Corporation
InstallationCensus,
Computersand
Automation.

0-48 new
kilns

RockProducts,
AmericanCement
Directory.

See Table4

Barnett(1926),Scoville
(1948),NationalGlass
Budget.
Scoville(1948),National
Glass Budget.
Data
International
Processor
Corporation
Installation
Census,
Computersand
Automation.
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0-292%
0-392%

0-65 new
machines
0-23 new
machines
0-168,687
new units

make it difficultto disentangle technologicaland organizational evolution,and none was subject to significantregulation. However, there is no reason to suspect that the sample
is biased in any particularway. These were the only industries studied; none were droppedbecause they did not fit the
model.
In addition,it should be noted that findingsconcerningnewcomers and industryincumbents (hypothesis 7) may be functions of industryage. The first cement discontinuityoccurred
when the industryhad been in existence sixteen years; the
first discontinuityin containerglass and flat glass occurred
when each respective industryhad been in existence over a
century. In contrast, the last minicomputerdiscontinuityoccurredwhen the industryhad been in existence fifteen years.
Thus incumbents had considerablymore time in the glass and
cement industriesto become established than was the case
in the minicomputerindustry.
Discontinuities and Dominant Designs
As in Tushmanand Anderson's study, a key performanceparameterwas trackedover time. We followed Tushmanand
Anderson's practiceof focusing on barrels-per-day
production
capacityfor cement and CPU cycle time for minicomputers.
Since glass containersand sheets are commodities, the key
variableis machine productioncapacity,expressed in containers per minute or square feet per hour.
A technologicaldiscontinuityis identifiedwhen an innovation
(a) pushes forwardthe performancefrontieralong the parameter of interest by a significantamount and (b) does so by
changingthe productor process design, as opposed to
merely enlargingthe scale of existing designs. We began by
trackingthe state of the art, using the parametersdescribed
above, for each year of the industry'sexistence, producing
figures like 2a and 2b, above, which resemble Figures la and
1c in Tushmanand Anderson(1986). Foreach advance in the
frontier,we asked whether it was producedby a new architecture or a version of an existing architecture.Onlythose
peaks in the figure that are associated with a new productor
process design were counted as discontinuities;other peaks
were typicallyattributableto elaborationsof a previousdiscontinuity(e.g., addingarms to a glass machine or incrementally lengtheninga cement kiln).
Empirically,a dominantdesign was defined as a single configurationor a narrowrange of configurationsthat accounted
for over 50 percent of new productsales or new process installationsand maintaineda 50-percent marketshare for at
least four years. Archivalsources, described in Table2, were
used to identifyevery new cement kilninstalledafter a discontinuityand every minicomputersold after a discontinuity,
permittingthe specificationof the year that a particulardesign
achieved a 50-percent marketshare. The era of ferment depicted in Figure1, above, was therefore defined as the period
from the year a discontinuousinnovationwas first introduced
to the year a single design first achieved a 50-percent market
share, includingendpoints. By examiningpeaks in the technologicalfrontier,we were able to determine whether the
dominantdesign embodied the state of the art at the time it
achieved dominance.
620/ASO, December 1990
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Using the sources for the glass industrycited in Table 2, it
was not possible to construct a complete census of glass
machines, as was possible for cement kilnsand minicomputers. Enoughdata were availableto show all discontinuities
in flat glass and all discontinuitiesin containerglass through
1960. Additionally,data were fairlycomplete for periods immediatelyfollowinga discontinuity,permittingidentificationof
a dominantdesign and its first five adopters. However, it was
not possible to construct a complete census of all glass machineryduringeach era of incrementalchange, and thus the
glass industrywas not used in testing hypothesis 1.
Competence Enhancement and Competence Destruction
Fora contemporaryinnovation,one could measure competence enhancement and competence destructionby constructingan index, reflectingsuch factors as the amount of
retrainingrequiredto master a new technology, the number
of new skills a firmwould have to acquireto exploit an innovation, or the degree to which models based on the old technology could be retrofittedwith the new. One might also poll
experts familiarwith an industry'stechnology to see whether
there is general agreement concerningthe degree to which a
new technology renders its predecessor obsolete.
Such data on technical competence were unavailablefor
these historicalinnovations.Firmsthemselves were unableto
reconstructhow they adopted a new technology, and technical experts were not familiarwith how their industrieshad
evolved. Assessing how an innovationaffected previous
know-how must rest on the judgmentand informedargument
of the historian.The Appendixprovidesa briefdescriptionof
every discontinuityand dominantdesign identifiedin Table 1,
indicatingwhy we classified each as competence-enhancing
or competence-destroying.We believe the distinctionsmade
in the 16 discontinuitiesare sufficientlyclear-cutthat future
scholars studyingthe sources cited in Table2 and in the references would reach similarconclusions.
Newcomers and Incumbents
In determiningwhether the pool of firms pioneeringa discontinuityor dominantdesign consists of newcomers or incumbents, one must decide how many organizationsto includein
the group of trailblazers.The decision rulewas to use the
maximumnumberthat could be identifiedreliably,given
availabledata. Forcertainglass-industryinnovations,only the
first five firms to employ a particulartype of machine could be
distinguished.To weight each discontinuityequally,the first
five firms were also used as the pool of earlyadopters for
cement and minicomputerinnovationsand dominantdesigns.
The choice of five pioneers is admittedlyarbitrarybut represents the most inclusivedefinitionpossible with existing archivalsources. In all cases, only the year in which a firm
introduceda particulardesign could be established; thus in
many instances, it was impossible to specify which of several
firms was the fifth pioneer. Insuch cases of ties, all firmsthat
introducedthe new technology or dominantdesign in the
same year as the fifth pioneerwere includedin the pool of
early adopters, resultingin a pool size greaterthan five.
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A firmwas considered to have entered an industrywhen it
sold its first minicomputer,barrelof cement, sheet of glass,
or container.Foreach technologicalcycle, a firmwas classified as an incumbentwith respect to a given discontinuityif it
entered the industrybefore the discontinuity;otherwise, it
was classified as a newcomer.
It must be noted that the statisticaltests reportedhere are
based on a limitednumberof cases from a small set of industries and that these historicallylinkedobservationsare not
trulyindependent.The purpose of employingstatisticaltests
is to give the readera guidepost indicatingthe degree to
which the hypotheses are supportedwith the limitedempirical data available.A far largersample would be requiredto
providethe statisticalpower necessary to eliminateconclusively a rivalhypothesis.
RESULTS
Hypothesis 1 asserted that the mean numberof new product
or process models would be higherduringthe era of ferment
than duringthe era of incrementalchange. As noted above,
empiricaltesting of this hypothesis was limitedto the cement
and minicomputerindustries.Table 1, above, shows that
within minicomputers,there was no dominantdesign and
hence no era of incrementalchange followingthe first discontinuity;followingthe second, the era of incremental
change was only one year long. Therefore,hypothesis 1 could
only be tested for the thirddiscontinuity.Withincement, the
first discontinuityalso did not culminatein a dominantdesign,
and for the second discontinuity,the era of incremental
change was only two years long. The remainingdiscontinuities were suited to testing hypothesis 1.
Table 3 reportsthe mean numberof new designs per year
duringeras of ferment and incrementalchange. Insupportof
hypothesis 1, in three of four comparisons,the mean number
of new designs per year was significantlygreaterduringeras
of ferment than duringeras of incrementalchange. In minicomputers, there was an average of 23.67 models per year
introducedduringthe era of ferment after semiconductor
memory, vs. 16.40 models per year introducedduringthe following era of incrementalchange. In cement, the average
numberof new kilnswas significantlygreater duringthe eras
Table 3
New Designs within Technology Cycles: Ferment vs. Incremental Change

Industry
Cement

Discontinuity
Edison long kiln
Computerized kiln
Suspension preheating

Minicomputers

Semiconductor memory

Era

Years

Mean new
designs per
year

Ferment
Incremental change
Ferment
Incremental change
Ferment
Incremental change
Ferment
Incremental change

1903-1910
1911-1959
1960-1965
1966-1971
1972-1979
1980-1985
1971-1976
1977-1981

19.75
9.55
10.00
6.00
5.75
3.67
23.67
16.40

* p < .06-; Up < .05; "op < .01; one-tailed t-tests of differences between the means.
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of ferment followingthe Edisonkilnand process controlthan
duringthe respective eras of incrementalchange. After suspension preheating,however, while there were more kilnsintroduced duringthe era of ferment than duringthe era of
incrementalchange, this difference was not statisticallysignificant.Consistent with hypothesis 1, then, eras of ferment
were associated with more productor process variabilitythan
subsequent eras of incrementalchange.
Hypothesis 2a suggested that the era of ferment would be
longer followingcompetence-destroyingdiscontinuitiesthan
following competence-enhancingdiscontinuities.Column6 of
Table 1, above, shows the length of each era of ferment
(time to standard),while column 3 shows whether each discontinuitywas classified as competence-enhancingor competence-destroying(see the Appendixfor more detail).In
support of hypothesis 2a, the length of the era of ferment
averages 11.16 years for competence-destroyingdiscontinuities, versus 8.0 years for competence-enhancingdiscontinuities (t = 1.72, d.f. = 10; p < .06, one-tailed test). As

predicted,the periodof heightened variationafter competence-destroyingdiscontinuitiesis significantlylonger than the
periodof variationafter competence-enhancingdiscontinuities.
Hypothesis 2b.arguedthat when successive competence-enhancingdiscontinuitiesoccur, the length of the era of ferment
would grow shorter with each cycle, since the same fundamental competences are being reinforced.Successive competence-enhancingdiscontinuitiesare rare;only twice in the
populationsstudied do two competence-enhancingdiscontinuities occur in sequence. In both cases-process controlof
cement kilnsand double-gobbingglass containermachinery
-the second era of ferment was shorterthan the first.While
no firmconclusions can be drawnfrom two cases, the evidence is consistent with the idea that industriesinstitutionalize theirbasic competences. There is no general trendfor the
second of two successive cycles to have a shorter era of ferment than its predecessor, however. There are eight cases of
successive discontinuitiesthat were followed by dominant
designs. Infour of these cases, the second cycle had a
shorter durationthan the first, while in four others, the first
cycle had the same or shorter durationthan the second.

2
We assume that each observed discontinuity represents an independent draw
from the population of all technological
discontinuities. If hypothesis 3 had no
predictive power at all, then the probability
of the result being in the predicted direction on any given trial would be .5. The
probabilitythat at least 12 of 14 cases
would be in the predicted direction is
given by the binomial distribution using a
one-tailed test (Blalock, 1979: 169-170).
In this case,
14
1,4),-

5r , 5(14-r)

r- 12

sums to a probability of .006.

a
Hypothesis 3 argued that in regimes of low appropriability,
single dominantdesign would emerge after each discontinuity.Of the 16 discontinuitiesidentifiedin Table 1, above,
two (continuousformingand float glass) were cases in which
technologicalcompetitionwas constrainedby patent protection. Inthese two high-appropriability
cases, no dominantdesign emerged. Fourteendiscontinuitiesremainas the sample
to test hypothesis 3.
Column4 of Table 1 indicatedthat a single design garnereda
50-percent share of new productsales or process installations
in 12 of these 14 cases; in two instances, no dominantdesign emerged. Hypothesis 3 is supportedat the 95-percent
confidence level (p = .006).2A single dominantdesign generallyemerges to captureand maintaina greater share of the
marketthan all rivalsput together.
623/ASQ, December 1990
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Examinationof the two low-appropriability
cases, in which
dominantdesigns were not observed, providesinsighton
conditions underwhich dominantdesigns might not emerge.
In both cases (the continuousverticalcement kilnand the
transistorizedminicomputer),the industrieswere in their infancy, and the initialbreakthroughtechnologies were quickly
(withinfour years) superseded by revolutionaryadvances. It
may be when there are relativelyfew competitors (there
were fewer than 10 cement firms in 1888 and fewer than 5
minicomputerfirms in 1960) and when technologicaldiscontinuitiesfollow each other within a few years, that selection
processes do not have time to operate before the next era of
ferment is initiated.
Dominantdesigns emerge as industrystandardsthat, in turn,
shape furthertechnologicalevolutionwithina productclass.
If, however, a dominantdesign emerges after sales peak in a
productclass, the concept of dominantdesign loses its significance. Hypothesis 4 argued that dominantdesigns would
spark increased demand and that product-classsales would
peak after their emergence. Column7 in Table 1, above,
showed the year in which sales of the new technology
peaked (in constant dollarsfor minicomputers;in new machine installationsfor cement and glass) followingeach technologicaldiscontinuity.In each of the 12 cases in which a
dominantdesign emerges, sales peak after the dominantdesign (p = .0002, one-tailedbinomialprobability).In no case
did sales peak in the era of ferment or remainstable after the
dominantdesign emerged. As predictedin hypotheses 3 and
4, dominantdesigns do emerge after technologicaldiscontinuities and, in turn,stimulate subsequent industrydemand.
Hypothesis 5 stated that a discontinuousinnovationwould
not itself become a dominantdesign. Comparingcolumns 1
and 4 of Table 1, of the 12 discontinuitiesthat resulted in a
dominantdesign, none of the discontinuitiesever emerged as
the industrystandard(p = .0002, one-tailedbinomialprobability).When one design came to account for 50 percent or
more of the market,it was always an evolutionof the original
breakthrough.In supportof hypothesis 5, a discontinuousinnovationnever itself set an industrystandard;some subsequent improvementbecame the benchmark.
Hypothesis 6 stated that a dominantdesign would not be located on the frontierof technical performanceat the time it
became dominant.Columns8 and 9 of Table 1 providesupport for this hypothesis. Column8 showed the performance
of the dominantdesign (measured in barrelsper day, containers per minute, square feet per hour,or CPUspeed),
while column 9 showed the maximumvalue of that measure
achieved in the year the design achieved dominance. When
the value for the frontierin column 9 is greaterthan the value
for the dominantdesign in column 8, then at least one rival
design is superiorto the industrystandardin terms of the criterion measured here. In only 2 of 12 cases (the improved
Lubbersmachine and the 500-580-foot process-controlled
kiln)were dominantdesigns the highest-capacitycement kiln,
the fastest glass-producingmachine, or the speediest minicomputer in the industryby the time they achieved a 50-percent marketshare. Designs that emerged as standardsfrom
an era of design competitionwere technicallyconservative
624/ASQ, December 1990
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when introduced.In 10 of 12 cases they lagged behind
achievable limitsof the technology by the time their dominance was established (p = .017, one-tailedbinomialprobability).
Hypothesis 7 argued that industryincumbentswould pioneer
dominantdesigns based on competence-enhancingbreakthroughs,while newcomers would pioneer dominantdesigns
based on competence-destroyingbreakthroughs.Table4
shows, for each dominantdesign, how many newcomers and
incumbents were among the pool of earlyadopters. Hypothesis 7 is supportedfor competence-enhancingdiscontinuities. Incumbentsoutnumbernewcomers by more than a
3-to-1 ratio(t = 2.30, p < .05). Hypothesis 7, however, is not
supported for competence-destroyingdiscontinuities.While
the mean numberof newcomers is greaterthan the mean
numberof incumbents, this difference is not statisticallysignificant(t = .86). In 2 of 5 cases, incumbents predominated
in the pool of early adopters. Where Tushmanand Anderson
(1986) found that newcomers pioneer competence-destroying
innovations,these results indicatethat the dominantdesigns
that follow these breakthroughsare initiatedby a mixtureof
newcomers and incumbents.The process of setting industry
standardsmay requirea combinationof new thinkingand institutionalexperience. Perhaps new entrantsare requiredto
initiatethe creative destructionthat makes an entrenched
technical regime obsolete, but established firms contributeto
the creationof technical orderfrom the intense ferment triggered by competence-destroyingtechnical change.
Table 4
Pioneers of Dominant Designs

Industry

Dominant design

Discontinuity

Competence-enhancing
Cement
Containers
Window
Minicomputers

Continuous vertical kiln
Edison long rotary kiln
Computerized long kiln
Gob-fed machinery
Double gobbing
Machine cylinder
Semiconductor memory

Dominant
design pioneers
Incumbents
New Entrants

discontinuities

None
120-125 ft. kiln
500-580 ft. kiln
IS Model C
5-section Model E
Improved Lubbers
16-bit machine,
16K MOS memory

Mean number of pioneers of each type

-

-

6
4
3

4
1
0

1
5

0
1

3.80

1.20

1
4

9
1

One-tailed difference of means test: t = 2.298 (p < .05); d.f. = 8
Competence-destroying
Cement
Containers
Containers
Window
Plate
Flat
Minicomputers

Rotary kiln
Suspension preheating
Semiautomatic machinery
Owens machine
Drawing machines
Continuous forming
Float glass
Solid-state circuits
Integrated circuits

discontinuities

6 x 60 ft. Hurry-Seaman
4-stage cyclone with flash calciner
United Machine
AN/AR series
Fourcault machine
None
None
None
16-bit machine,
core memory

Mean number of pioneers of each type

One-taileddifferenceof means test: t

=

.858; d.f.

=

-

3
4

-

4
1
-

-

-

1

5

2.60

4.00

8
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Hypothesis 8 stated that more technicalprogress results from
the discontinuityand era of ferment than from accumulating
incrementaladvance. Table 5 shows, for each of 11 discontinuities,where data were available,the proportionof total
advance within each cycle attributableto the discontinuity,advances duringthe era of ferment, and advances
duringthe era of incrementalchange. Only in the case of the
computerizedcement kilndoes the accumulationof small improvements duringthe era of incrementalchange account for
more than 50 percent of the total advance duringthe cycle. In
the float-glass case, improvementsfollowingthe originaldiscontinuityaccounted for 72 percent of total progress, but this
includes all advances followingthe discontinuity,since no
dominantdesign arose. In7 of the 11 cases, the discontinuity
alone accounted for more than halfthe total progress within
the cycle. Inthe remainingtwo cases, the discontinuityand
era of ferment together accounted for the majorityof technicaladvance. On average, 19.5 percent of all progress within
a technologicalcycle cumulates duringthe era of incremental
change, significantlyless than those technicaladvances that
occur with the discontinuityitself and duringthe era of ferment.
We can demonstrate this by presumingthat the eleven innovations shown in Table 5 represent a sample from the universe of technology cycles and, across all technology cycles,
eras of incrementalchange account for 50 percent of all
technologicalprogress. Ournullhypothesis is that p, = .5,
where pu is the proportionof advance due to incremental
change in the populationof all technology cycles. Inthis
sample of 11 cycles, ps (the proportionof advance to incremental change in the sample) is on average .1955: assigning
Table 5
Technical Advance Due to Discontinuities,

Eras of Ferment, and Eras of Incremental Change*
Percentage of total technological

Due to discontinuity
%
Progress

Discontinuity
Cement kilncapacity
(barrelsper day)
Rotarykiln
Edisonlong rotarykiln
Computerizedkiln
Containermachinecapacity
(bottlesper minute)
Semiautomaticmachine
Owens machine
Windowglass machinecapacity
(squarefeet per hour)
Lubbersmachine
Colburnmachine
Floatglass
MinicomputerCPUcycle time
(microseconds)
Solid-statecircuits
Integratedcircuits
Semiconductormemory
Average% advancein
each era (columntotal/
numberof eras observed):
*

80 to 160
185 to 800
4,500 to 10,000

76
14
36

1.66 to 3.18
3.18 to 12.5

100
16

150 to 500
700 to 1,160
1,160 to 5,707

64
100
28

540 to 12
6 to 1.6
.775 to .3

99
84
82

progress in each cycle

During era of ferment
%
Progress

160 to 185
800 to 2,500
10,000 to 12,000

24
40
13

During era of
incremental change
%
Progress

None
2,500 to 4,500
12,000 to 20,000

0
46
51

0
46

None
40 to 62.5

500 to 700
None
5,707 to 17,600

36
0
72

None
0
None
0
[No dominantdesign]

12 to 6
1.6 to .775
.3 to .24

1
16
11

[No dominantdesign]
None
0
.24 to .2
7

None
12.5 to 40

63.55

16.90

0
38

19.55

To be conservative,allprogressfollowingthe float-glassand solid-statediscontinuitieswas assigned to the eraof incrementalchange,
though no dominant design emerged to end the era of ferment.
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all the progress in float glass and solid-state circuitsin Table
5 to the era of incrementalchange, on average 19.55 percent
of all progress occurs duringthe era of incrementalchange.
By a simple binomialtest of proportions(Blalock,1979: 199),

Z

PS- PU - -2.02.
pu(1

-uI

We would expect a Z value as small as - 2.02 in fewer than
5 out of 100 samples. At the .05 level of confidence, we can
reject the hypothesis that incrementalchange accounts for a
majorityof technicaladvance. Hypothesis8 is thus supported.
DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSIONS
Limitations
We caution against overgeneralizingthe results of this research. Sixteen discontinuitieswere observed; such a small
number limitsone's abilityto discriminatewith statistical
power. Similarly,the three industriesstudied are not representative of all manufacturingindustries,much less service
sectors. This research has employed simple tests to see
whether contrasts between the time periods the theory defines occur in the anticipateddirection.The general empirical
support obtainedfor the hypotheses indicatesthat the technology-cyclemodel helps explainsome nonobviouspredictions whose falsification'would have cast serious doubt on
the underlyingtheory. An adequate test of this theory would
requiremore complex modellingand, in turn, many more observations. Nonetheless, the industriesstudied are diverse,
the time span is long, and the qualityof the data is exceptional,given the difficultiesof collecting historicalinformation.
Anotherlimitationis that only one key performancedimension per industrywas studied, and performanceis a multidimensional construct. Inaddition,we know that some
innovationsthat are measurablysuperiorto existing technology never do achieve marketsuccess; this study does not
tell us what distinguishes the breakthroughinnovationsfrom
those might-have-beentechnical revolutions.The concept of
competence enhancement and destructionwould benefit
greatlyfrom in-depthinvestigationand refinement. Researchers may find it difficultto predict in advance whether
an innovationwill buildon existing know-howor make it obsolete. Additionally,a complex bundle of competences characterizes economic organizations,only some of which are
affected by most innovations;future studies might address
the role of firm-levelcomplementaryassets (Teece, 1986) in
additionto industry-levelcore technical know-how.
Dominant Designs
Dominantdesigns are criticaljuncturesin the evolutionof
technology. Because no technology dominates all dimensions
of merit,we argued that the closing on an industrystandard
is an inherentlypoliticaland organizationalphenomenon constrained by technical possibilities.The passage of an industry
from ferment to order is not an engineeringissue as much as
a sociological one. Since stakes are substantial,a complicated arrayof organizationaland collective forces bear on the
emergence of a single standard.Actions by firms alone and in
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conjunctionwith strategic alliancesattempt to shape standards (e.g., Landes, 1969; Hughes, 1983). Further,institutionalforces such as industryassociations and regulatory
agencies affect these standards,as well as concerted efforts
by suppliers,vendors, and customers (David,1987; Farrell
and Saloner, 1985). The establishment of a particulartechnical
regime may have nationalrepercussions, leadingto the direct
involvementof sovereign states in the process of technological evolution (Rosenberg, 1982; Nelson, 1984). Futureresearch could explore the social dynamics of industry
standardization.Because these issues rest at the confluence
of economics, sociology, history,and organizationtheory, this
is an area in which interdisciplinary
synthesis is likelyto be
particularly
fruitful.
Furtherstudies should also more richlycharacterizethe organizationsthat pioneer standards.This research focused on
whether the pioneer was an incumbentor a newcomer; a
host of other organizationalfeatures and characteristicsof the
innovationmay influence pioneeringbehavior.One might ask
whether the pioneers were industryleaders or smaller incumbents; whether they were largeror smallerthan the
average incumbent;whether they were centrallylocated in
the industry'sinstitutionalnetwork;and whether political
assets contributedto their abilityto foster standards.
Underwhat conditionsdo dominantdesigns not emerge? Of
the 16 discontinuitiesstudied, four did not lead to dominant
designs. Because dominantdesigns emerge out of demanddrivencompetition between alternativetechnologicalorders,
if either demand is low or technologicalcompetition is
stunted or cut short, no industrystandardswill emerge for a
given technologicalbreakthrough.While not investigated
here, dominantdesigns might also not evolve in product
classes with either limiteddemand or demand for custommade products (Houndshell,1984). Futureresearch could
more carefullyexplore the conditions underwhich industry
standardsdo not emerge.
The technology-cycleconcept suggests that the competitive
environmentchanges in repeated patternsover time. The
pace of variationand selection among designs ebbs and
flows, turningon discontinuitiesand dominantdesigns. These
recurringtechnologicalevents are linkedto systematic environmentalchange (Tushmanand Anderson, 1986) and populationdynamics (Barnett,1990). Technologicaldiscontinuities
and dominantdesigns might also influence entry and exit
rates within populationsas well as change the balance between first-moversand efficient producers(e.g., Brittainand
Freeman, 1980).
Technologicalcycles might also influence organizationalevolution(Tushmanand Romanelli,1985; Hendersonand Clark,
1990). As technology evolves, organizationsare faced again
and again with a set of recurringchallenges: pioneeringor
being threatened by substitute technology; adoptingsome
version of a breakthroughinnovationin the face of extraordinaryrates of variation;recognizing,shaping, or adoptingan
emerging standard;survivingin an environmentin which
technology advances incrementallyand competitive advantage depends on continuous improvementinstead of novelty.
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Dominantdesigns and technologicaldiscontinuitiespose crucial competitive challenges and strategic choices for organizations.
The model of technologicalevolutionexplored here thus has
several organizationalconsequences. Organizationsmust develop diverse competences both to shape and deal with
technologicalevolution.While technologicalbreakthroughs
may be unpredictableevents, firms must develop the capacityeither to initiatethese discontinuitiesor respond rapidly
(e.g., Cohen and Levinthal,1990). Because industrystandards
are not known in advance and are influencedby interorganizationaldynamics, organizationsmust be able to combine
technologicalcapabilitieswith the abilityto shape interorganizationalnetworks and coalitionsto influence the development
of industrystandards.The consequences of either ignoring
technologicaldiscontinuitiesor of losing the battle for industry
standardsare substantial(Noble, 1984; Foster, 1986; David
and Bunn, 1988). Finally,duringthe periodof incremental
change, organizationsneed to develop the abilityto produce
incrementalinnovationeven as they develop competencies to
develop subsequent technologicalbreakthroughs.This approachto technologicalevolutionputs a premiumon the
firm's abilityto develop multiple,often inconsistent competencies simultaneously(Burgelman,1983). Because technology is partlya socially drivenphenomenon, organizations
may need to develop heterogeneous organizationaland interorganizationalcompetencies to deal with the divergenttechnological,organizational,and interorganizational
requirements
as technology cycles unfoldin the course of theirdailyactivities. The challenge is for organizationsto survive and thrive
throughthe complex dynamicsthat characterizetechnological
change.
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APPENDIX:Classification of Competence-enhancing and Competencedestroying Discontinuities
Table 1 describes the sixteen technologicaldiscontinuitiesobserved in this
study and classifies each as competence-enhancingor competence-destroying.This section brieflydescribes each case. Keydata sources are described in Table2 and are listed in the references.
Cement
The earliestAmericancement was made in verticalkilnsvia a batch process.
In 1888, the firstcontinuousverticalkilnswere importedfrom Germany.
These imitatedthe older kilnsbut eliminatedthe need for laborersto feed
the kilnwith a shovel. This innovationwas competence-enhancingbecause
it operatedexactlyas olderverticalkilnsdid, but faster and with less labor.
In 1982, the first rotarykilnappearedin the UnitedStates. Herethe cement
spiralsdown an inclinedtube, heatinggraduallyon its journey.Rotarykilns
are radicallydifferentfrom verticalkilnsand forced producersto re-learnthe
art of cement manufacture.The way in which raw materialswere transformed into "clinker"depended on a host of new factors, includingthe rotation rate, incline,type of kilnlining,amount,and placementof heat along the
tube, etc. Rotarykilnswere competence-destroying.
The accepted wisdom at the turnof the centurywas that a rotarykilncould
not exceed 60 feet in length, or it would warp and crack.Thomas Edison
brokethroughthe barrierwith a new, reinforcedrotarykiln150 feet in length,
dramaticallyincreasingthe capacityof the rotarykiln.Adaptingto Edisonkilns
requirednew capitalexpenditures,but the process understandingthat cement manufacturershad developed throughexperience with rotarykilnswas
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still valid. Edison kilns were competence-enhancing, representing a new design that extended the reach of existing know-how.
The length of the kiln, and hence its capacity, appeared to have reached a
physical limit by 1960. Kilns had gotten so large that adjustments made by an
operator (e.g., in speed of rotation) could take hours to have the desired effect. The introduction of process control computers in 1960 eliminated this
constraint. The computer could continuously monitor the kiln via sensors and
make fine adjustments. Kilncapacity was no longer constrained by human
limitations, and kilns grew dramatically in size and capacity in the early 1960s,
culminating in the mammoth Dundee kiln. The substitution of computers for
human operators allowed cement makers to control a very well-understood
process more closely than ever before, building on decades of experience
with rotary kilns; this is a competence-enhancing innovation.
The oil embargo of 1973 fell heavily on the cement industry, one of the most
energy-intensive sectors of the economy. The industry returned to energyefficient vertical kilns developed in Europe, which employed suspension preheating. Most of the clinkering took place in a chamber, where fine particles
of raw material were whirled in hot air. This clinkering process is fundamentally different from the gradual heating of a mass of raw material in a ceramic-lined tube; it builds on an entirely different body of know-how
pioneered in Europe and Japan. Rotary kiln know-how contributed little to
understanding the new process; the return to vertical kiln technology was
competence-destroying.
Glass Containers
Originally,flasks and bottles were blown by hand, and the artisans who made
glass containers were among the most highly skilled craftsmen of the nineteenth century. In 1893, the first semiautomatic machine for making bottles
was introduced. It formed bottles by a process of pressing rather than
blowing and allowed a semiskilled operator to outpace the production of the
most skilled hand blower. This innovation was competence-destroying; employing the best artisans was no longer the key to container manufacture.
The Owens machine produced its first bottle in 1903. This device employed
a vacuum to suck glass into a mold, whence it was formed into a bottle, employing a completely different mechanical principle than the semiautomatic
machines. It also dispensed with the skills needed to operate a semiautomatic machine, since it was fully automatic. As a result, it was competencedestroying, overturning know-how relevant both to semiautomatic production
and to the remaining craftsmen.
The Owens machine had an inherent physical limitation: it operated by
moving the bottle mold to the source of molten glass. The machine weighed
many tons, and its speed was accordingly limited by sheer inertia. A scientist named KarlPeiler devised the gob feeder, a method for moving the glass
to the mold. The gob feeder was competence-enhancing from the perspective of the vast majority of glass container manufacturers who were unable
to license the Owens patents and still employed the semiautomatic process.
The gob feeder could be retrofitted to most semiautomatic machines, rendering them fully automatic. The experience and know-how gained with
semiautomatic machines was transferrable to the new generation of equipment.
In 1937, a seemingly simple development again changed the industry: the
advent of double gobbing. Learning how to make a gob feeder serve two
molds at once took many more years of research at Hartford Empire, and the
breakthrough revolutionized gob-feeding technology. However, the new
technology built on the base of knowledge about gob formation that had
been built up over the years, and many single-gob machines were retrofitted
with the new devices, greatly extending their productivity. Double gobbing
was a competence-enhancing innovation.
Flat Glass
See text for a description of technology evolution in window and plate glass.
Minicomputers
The first minicomputer was introduced by Burroughs in 1956. Like all computers of that era, it employed vacuum tubes. The Packard-Bell 250, which
came on the market in 1960, was the first minicomputer to employ solidstate circuits, dramatically increasing speed. Knowledge about vacuum tubes
does not carry over into solid-state transistors; the solid-state engineer had
to master a new body of knowledge based on semiconduction. The transistor
revolution was competence-destroying.
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The replacementof transistorswith integratedcircuits,pioneeredfor minicomputers in 1965 with the DECPDP-8,was competence-destroying.The
computerengineer now had to be able to design logic circuitryetched onto
a chip, ratherthan hook discrete components together with wires. The designer could not simply buy chips off the shelf; the architectureof the computer itself was expressed in silicon, not in the wiringtogether of discrete
components. Knowinghow to wire transistorstogether is differentfrom
being able to design an integratedcircuit.
By the late 1960s, doughnut-shaped"magneticcores" were the memory
standardfor minicomputers.In 1971, Data Generalintroducedthe first minicomputerwith semiconductormemory. However,the impactof semiconductortechnologywas competence-enhancing.Minicomputerengineers did
not have to design memory chips themselves; they merely purchasedthe
chips from semiconductormanufacturers.Unlikelogic circuitry,which differed from computerto computer,memorycircuitrywas standard;the computerengineer simply had to design the system for puttingdata into memory
or takingit out. The memory itself was a black-boxfrom the minicomputer
designer's pointof view, as demonstratedby the fact that many existing
minicomputerswere retrofittedwith semiconductormemory,no basic design changes being required.
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